Release #127 improved the reliability and behavior of the Namecoach speaker on S3’s Student pages to more consistently play pronunciation recordings within S3 and no longer require the user to go to a different page to hear the recording.

New users are encouraged to review the S3 QuickStart Guide and the Web Tutorial section for basic instructions.

Release Highlights

Cross-Cutting
- Continued work in SIO to make it more stable and more accessible to all

Undergraduate Admission Office
- Added IELTS and the new TOEFL Essentials to the types of scores Undergraduate Admission officers can view on high school rosters

Registrar
- Introduced the ability for the Registrar’s Office to bulk register students for a course
- Improved the reliability and behavior of the Namecoach speaker on S3’s Student pages to more consistently play pronunciation recordings within S3 and no longer require the user to go to a different page to hear the recording

Coming in the Next Six Months...

- The ability for S3 users to assign, update, and remove students’ advisors via a CSV upload
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